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1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the qualitative properties of the set of 
Caratheodory solutions for a differential inclusion of the form 
a(t) E F(t, x(t)), t E I% n 
x(0) = 5 E R”. 
(1.1) 
For an upper semicontinuous map F with compact convex values, the 
properties of the family 9’(t) t %‘( [0, T]; UP) of solutions of (1.1) were 
studied in several papers [7-l 11. The map 5 + 9’(t) is known to be 
upper semicontinuous with compact connected values. In the case where F 
is Hausdorff continuous (or lower semicontinuous) with compact but not 
necessarily convex values, existence and invariance results for trajectories of 
(1.1) were proved in [ 1, 3, 12) ( [4, 5, 13]), respectively. The techniques 
used in these papers, however, provide little qualitative information on the 
solution sets S”(5). Easy counterexamples how that, in general, the sets 
F”(r) need not be closed and that the map P’is neither upper nor lower 
semicontinuous. An alternative method for constructing solutions of (1.1 ), 
based on directionally continuous selections, was recently introduced in 
[6]. For any A4 > 0, consider the cone TM c R x R”: 
TM = {(I, x); 1x1 < Mt}. (1.2) 
We say that a function f defined on R n + ’ is TM-continuous at a point 
(t, xl if f(t,, x,)+f(t,x) as m+co, whenever t, + t, x, +x, and 
(t, - t, x, -x) E TM for every m 2 1. Solutions for a differential equation 
whose right-hand side satisfies this weaker type of continuity were first 
constructed in [14]. In [6] the author proved that every lower semi- 
continuous map F on KY’+’ with closed values admits a f M-continuous 
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selection f, for any given M > 0. Trajectories of ( 1.1) can thus be obtained 
by solving a Cauchy problem for a differential equation with directionally 
continuous right-hand side: 
i(t) =f(t, x(t)), tE [O, n 
-40) = 5, 
(1.3) 
where f( t, x) E F( t, x) for all t, x. 
In the present paper we introduce the notion of r”-quasicontinuity, 
which is a Caratheodory-type extension of TM-continuity, and study the 
Cauchy problem (1.3) for a TM-quasicontinuous function J: In Section 4, 
using mollifications, we construct a sequence of 5Y maps fV tending to f 
in 9’i. The Picard operators for (1.3) corresponding to f, are shown to 
converge uniformly to the Picard operator generated by f, on a suitable set 
of Lipschitz continuous trajectories. Relying on this technical result, most 
of the qualitative theorems concerning 0.D.E.s with continuous right-hand 
side can be proved in the directionally quasicontinuous case as well. In par- 
ticular, the set Yf(<) of trajectories of (1.3) is compact and connected and 
depends upper semicontinuously on <. Using the selection theorem in [6], 
corresponding results for lower semicontinuous differential inclusions are 
easily obtained. In Section 6 we show that the set RF(t) of solutions of 
(1.1) is connected, and prove that the map FF admits an approximate 
continuous selection. Under suitable tangency conditions, we can also 
prove that a differential inclusion with periodic coefficients on a compact 
convex set SC Iw” has a periodic solution. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In the following, we write A, A’, and xA for the closure, the complement, 
and the characteristic function of the set A, respectively, while A\B denotes 
a set-theoretic difference. The distance of a point x from A is d(x, A); 
B(x, r) denotes the open ball centered at x with radius r, and B(A, E) the 
open s-neighborhood about the set A. The Lebesgue measures on R, IIF’ are 
written p, p,, respectively. In R x [w”, the half-open cone with vertex at 
(t, x), opening IV, and depth 6 is 
I-“(& x, 6) = {(t’, x’); t<t’<t+S, /Ix’-XII <M(t’-t)} 
We say that a map f defined on R “+ ’ is r”-continuous if f is continuous 
w.r.t. the topology generated by the cones r”(t, x, 6), as (t, x) E (w”+ ‘,
6 > 0. More precisely :
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DEFINITION 1. Let Q be a subset of R x R”, Y a metric space. A map 
f: Q -+ Y is r”-continuous at (t, x) E Q if, for any E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 
such that d( f (t’, x’), f( t, x)) < E whenever (t’, x’) E r”( t, x, 6) n Q. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G be a subset of R”, Y a metric space. A map 
f: [0, r] x 52 + Y is r”‘-quasicontinuous if, for any E > 0, there exists a 
compact set JE [0, r] with p( [0, T]\J) < E such that the restriction off 
to Jx a is r”-continuous. 
We remark that if f: [0, T] x s2 -+ R” satisfies the usual Caratheodory 
conditions (i.e., for every x the map t -+ f( t, x) is measurable and for every 
t the map x +f(t, x) is continuous), then f is r”-quasicontinuous. Indeed, 
by a theorem of Scorza Dragoni [16], for every E > 0 there exists a 
compact set Jc [0, r] with p( [0, T]\J) < E such that the restriction of 
f to Jx 52 is continuous. The results proved in this paper for differential 
equations with r”“-quasicontinuous right-hand side therefore extend 
Caratheodory’s existence theorem, allowing f to be discontinuous w.r.t. x 
as well. 
If X, Y are metric spaces, a multifunction F: X+ Y with compact values 
is upper [lower] semicontinuous at x0 EX if, for any E > 0, there exists 
6 > 0 such that d(x, x0) < 6 implies 
J’(x) c B(F(x,), ~1, [F(x,) = W(x), &)I, 
respectively. For the definitions and properties of set valued maps, our 
basic reference is [2]. The next result appeared in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Q be a closed subset of [w x R”, Y a complete metric 
space. Every lower semicontinuous map F: Q + Y with nonempty closed 
values admits a TM-continuous selection. 
The proof relies on a technical result, which is recorded here for future 
use. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every t E [0, T), let o(t) > 0 be given. For any E > 0, 
there exist finitely many disjoint intervals I, = [t,, t, + S(t,)) such that 
We shall also need the following corollary of Schauder’s fixed point 
theorem. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K be a compact convex subset of a Banach space E, B 
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a closed ball in R”. For every continuous map P: B x K + K and every 5 E B, 
consider the set offixed points 5’(l) = {u E K, P(& u) = u}. Then 
(i) For any fixed t*, P*, the maps 5 -S’*(t) and < -+ .9’((*) are 
upper semicontinuous with nonempty, compact values. 
(ii) For any P* and any E >O, there exists 6 >O such that 
IIP- P*II < 6 implies 
graph(5’) c B(graph(F’*), E). (2.1) 
Indeed, if (2.1) fails, there exists a sequence of maps P, and points 
(<,, u,) such that Pn(<,, u,) = u, for every n > 1, P, --f P* in the norm of 
uniform convergence, but 
d((5,, u,), graph(FP*)) 2 c Vn. (2.2) 
By compactness, a suitable subsequence (g,., u,,) converges to some point, 
say (<*, u*). The uniform convergence of P,. to P* implies P*(t*, u*) = 
lim P,,,(<,,, u,,) = u*; hence (<*, u*) E graph(g”*), in contradiction with 
(2.2). 
3. LEBESGUE MEASURABILITY 
If a function f: R! x R” + UP is r”-continuous, then for each fixed x E R” 
the map t + f (t, x) is right-continuous, hence measurable. The 
measurability off jointly w.r.t. x and t requires a more detailed proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 52 be a bounded open set in R” and Q = 
[0, T] x D. Zf M> 0, then every r”-quasicontinuous function f: Q + UT' is 
measurable w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R”+ ‘. 
ProoJ For every integer k 2 1, choose a compact Jk G [0, T] such that 
AC& TI\J,k2-k (3.1) 
and the restriction of f to Jk x liz is r”-continuous. For every (t, x) E Q, 
choose 6 = J(t, x) > 0 such that 
Ilf(t’, x7-f(t, x)ll -crk (3.2) 
whenever (t’, x’) E r”(t, x, 6) n (Jk x Q). Letting (t, x) range in Q and 
0 < p < d(t, x), the family of all closed cones of the form 
P(t, x, p)= {(t’, x’); t< t’< t+p, Ix’-xl <M(t’- t)} 
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yields a Vitali covering of Q. By Vitali’s Theorem Cl.5, p. 1091, there exist 
finitely many disjoint cones, say r, = r”( t,, x,, p,), i = 1, . . . . Nk, such that 
P ,,+I 
(1, ) 
Q UC <rk. 
Define the Bore1 measurable function 
fk(f, x) = F f(l,> x,) h-,(l, x), 
r=l 
(3.3) 
From (3.1)-(3.3) it follows 
~~CLn+l{(t,X)EQ;t~Jk}+~n+, Q Ur, 
(\. ) 
< 2-kp&q +2-k. (3.4) 
As k -+ co, by (3.4) the sequence fk converges to f pointwise almost 
everywhere on Q. Therefore f is Lebesgue measurable. 
4. MOLLIFICATIONS 
Let Q be an open subset of l%“, Q = [0, T] x 52, and let f: Q + R” be 
r”-quasicontinuous and bounded. Consider a nonnegative Wa function 
I/$: ET+’ 3 II8 satisfying 
SUPP(lc/)G ((4x); -l<t<O, IXIG -Mt}, (4.1) 
ss R”+, $(t, x) dx dr = 1. (4.2) 
For every v 2 1, set $Jt, x) = v”+’ . +(vt, vx) and define the convolution 
f"(l,x)=f*~u(l,x)=SSnf(~.C)~"(f-~,~-5)d?d5. (4.3) 
By Proposition 3.1, f is Lebesgue integrable on Q; hence the sequence of 
%Y functions (fv), 2 1 converges to f in the 55’ norm, as v + co. Using the 
directional quasicontinuity of f, sharper results can be obtained. Assume 
that II f(t, x)ll < M’ for all (t, x) E Q and that Sz contains the closed ball 
&x0, b + LT), for some x0 E Sz, b L > 0. Call XL the set of all maps 
u: [0, T] + B which satisfy 
II@)-xoll <b, Il4f)--u(s)ll <Lit-4 Vt, s E [O, 7-1 (4.4) 
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These assumptions imply that u(t) E 52 for all u E -X,, t E [0, T]. Consider 
the integral map 
f’(u)(t) = sdf(s> 4s)) ds, (4.5) 
together with 
If L<M, the continuity of P on -X, was proved in [6] for any 
Z”-continuous functionf: Here we examine the convergence of P, to P, as 
V-,cO. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume L < M. For all u E XL, E > 0, there exists an 
integer N such that 
0) p{te CO, U; Ilf(t,x)-At, u(t))ll >&for SOme xEB(4t),N-')} 
< 6 
<E rJ,;{te I?, Tl; IlfJt,x)-f(t, 4t))ll >&for SOme x~B(u(t),N-')} 
3 N. 
Proof: Let u E X,, E > 0, be given. Choose a compact JG [0, T] such 
that p(J) > T- a/3 and the restriction off to J x 52 is P-continuous. For 
every t E [0, T), if t E J, choose 6(t) > 0 such that 
Ilf(t’, x7-f(t, Nt))ll <s/3, Vt’ E J, (t’, x’) E T”( t, u(t), d(t)). (4.7) 
If t #J, choose d(t) > 0 such that [t, t + h(t)) n J= @. Using Lemma 2.2, 
select finitely many disjoint intervals Z, = [t,, t, + 6( t,)), j = 1, . . . . k, such that 
(4.8) 
Define 
6=min{6(tl), . . . . d(tk)}, 6’ = min{ 612, &/6k}. (4.9) 
This choice implies that if IIx - u(t)(l < 6’(kf- L) and r E [t, + d’, 
ti+di(t)-d’), then 
TM@, t, u E r”(fo u(t,), s(t,)). (4.10) 
Moreover, setting 
z= i, [t,+6’, t,+d,(t)-67, (4.11) 
/=I 
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from (4.8) and the choice of 6’ it follows 
(4.12) 
If now tEZnJ and 11x-u(t)11 <6’(M-L), then (t,x)~T~(t,, u(t,),d(t,)) 
for some i; hence 
because of (4.7). Since p(ZnJ) > T-E, we obtain (i) by choosing 
N> [6’(M-L)]-‘. 
As a preliminary to the proof of (ii), consider the nonnegative V:” 
function $, supported inside [ - 1, 01, 
For v > 1, set q,(t) = v$(vt). Let xJ be the characteristic function of the 
compact set J. As v --f co, the convolutions 1; = xJ + qy converge to 1 at 
every point of density of J, hence almost everywhere on J. Recalling that 
p(J) > T- 43, by Egoroff’s theorem there exists a compact subset J’ G J, 
still with p(Y) > T-E/~, where the convergence is uniform. In particular, 
if M’ is an upper bound for /lf( t, x)1], there exists an integer N, such that 
x;(f)= O3 s xJ(t) $,(t - T) dr > 1 -s/04 loo (4.13) 
for all ?EJ’ v > N,. Returning to the proof of (ii), assume that ~EJ’ n Z 
Ilx-u(t)11 <6’(M-L), and v>N,. Using (4.7), (4.11), and (4.13), if, say, 
t E [t, + 6’, t, + 6( cl) - S’) we obtain the estimate 
llf”(4 XI -f(c 4t))ll 
G Il.tI~~ u(t)) -fU,, 4$))ll 
+Ln III-($ ~0,)) -AT 5))ll $,(t - ~3 x - 5) dr & 
+ 1.l px R” Ilf(t,, 4t,)) -AT, 5111 $At - 7, x- 5) dz d5 
+3+&/3+Jj.+, 2Wl -X.,(T)) $,(t--5, x-t)d~& 
< 2s/3 + 2M’( 1 - x;(t)) < E. (4.14) 
5Q5/17,&13 
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From (4.12) and the construction of J’ it follows that p(J’ n I) > T- E. We 
thus obtain (ii) from (4.14) by choosing N>max(N,, [6’(M- L)]-‘}. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume L < M. For every u E XL, 
lim P,(U) = P(U), (4.15) “‘00 
in W’( [0, T]; W), the convergence being uniform on XL In particular, the 
map u + P(u) is continuous. 
Proof: Fix E>O. For any UE&, recalling that Ilf(t, x)11 < M’, by 
Proposition 4.1 there exists an integer N, for which the following holds: if 
v>N, and Ilv-ull <N;‘, then 
IIp”(v)-p(v)ll Q llP”(V) - P(u)ll + IIfYu) - P(v)ll 
GloT Ilfv(f, v(t))-f(t, 4t))ll d’+joT Ilf(c u(t))-f(t, v(t))ll dt 
< ~[M’E + ET]. 
Cover the compact set XL with finitely many balls B(u,, N;‘), i = 1, . . . . k. 
If N = max { N,}, then 
lIP,(v) - P(v)11 < WM’ + T) VVEA&VV>N. 
Since E was arbitrary, the uniform convergence of the sequence P, to P is 
proved. Every P, is continuous because f, E ‘Xm. Hence P is continuous as 
well. 
5. QUALITATIVE PROPERTWS OF DIRECTIONALLY CONTINUOUS 0.D.E.s 
In the following we assume that 52 is an open subset of R” containing the 
closed ball B(x,, b + LT) and set Q = [0, T] x 52. Let f: Q --) B(0, L) c R” 
be a r”-quasicontinuous function, with L < M. For every 5 E @x0, b), call 
FY(5) E %?( [0, T]; I?‘) the set of Caratheodory solutions of (1.3). These are 
precisely the fixed points of the Picard operator 
PC(u)(‘) =5 + Jb’ As, 4s)) ds. (5.1) 
The reachable set at time T, starting from 5, is afig) = (U(T); u E z@(<)}. 
THEOREM 5.1. For every 5 E @x0, b), the set Rf(t) of solutions of (1.3) 
is nonempty, compact, and connected. The map c + Ff(<) is upper semi- 
continuous. 
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Proof: Let X, be the set of all Lipschitz continuous maps 
U: [0, T] --t R” which satisfy (4.4). Because of Proposition 4.2, the map 
(5, U) + P,(U) defined in (5.1) is continuous. By (i) in Lemma 2.3, the map 
@ is therefore upper semicontinuous, with nonempty compact values. To 
prove that each FJ(t) is connected, it suffices to show that for any ul, u2 E 
@(g), E > 0, there exists a continuous function 4: [0, l] --) X, such that 
4(O)=u,, 4(l)=%, d(W), F”lf(O)<& VA (5.2) 
Let uI, u2 < E be given. By Lemma 2.3 (i), there exists 6 > 0 such that 
Fh(O G wm, El (5.3) 
whenever the Picard operators corresponding to the vector fields f and h 
differ by less than 6 in the norm of uniform convergence on X,. This is 
certainly the case if 
I oT Ilfb 4~))--h(s, ub))ll ds<J VUEXL. (5.4) 
By Proposition 4.1, there exists a %?” function g: Q + B(0, L) c R” and 
a’>0 such that, for every UE&, i= 1,2, 
s ,r Ilfh u(s))- g(s, 4s))ll d=V, (5.5) 
~{t; IIg(r,x)-f(t,u,(t))ll>6/8Tfor somexEB(u,(t),6’)}<6/8L. (5.6) 
For i = 1,2, define 
g,(l,x)=f(t,u,(l))+ iix-;l(f)ll Mt,x)-f(t,u,(l))) (5.7) 
if /Ix - u,(t)/1 < 6’, g,(t, x) = g(t, x) otherwise. Observe that g, is Lipschitz 
continuous in x and measurable in t For 1 E [0, 1 ] define 
gAc xl = X[o,i,(t). &(fY x) + X[IT,T,(f) . gl(4 xl (5.8) 
For any UEX~, set I,= (t; I/u(t)-u,(t)11 CC?‘}, I,,= [0, T]\(Z1 uZ,). From 
(5.6), (5.7) it follows 
s,’ IIds, 4s)) - g,b, ub))ll ds G (-r, + j,, + j12) IIds, 4s)) - g,(s> 4s)Nl ds 
<0+2(g+2$:. (5.9) 
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Together, (5.5) and (5.9) imply 
J ,’ Ilfb, u(s)) - g,(s, u(s))11 ds < 6 vu E x,, A E [O, 11. (5.10) 
Define &A) as the solution of the Cauchy problem 
i(t) = gAt, x(t)), x(0) = t. (5.11) 
The existence, uniqueness, and continuity of d(A) are all consequences of 
Caratheodory’s theorem. Conditions (5.2) now follow from (5.3), (5.4), 
and (5.10). 
COROLLARY 5.2. For every E > 0 there exists a single valued map 
s,: &x0, b) + %‘( [0, T]; R”) such that 
mM-4d = B(graph(Ff), ~1. 
This follows from Lemma 2.3 (ii) and Proposition 4.2, letting s,(t) be the 
unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
i(t) =fAf, x(t)), 40) = 5, 
where fy is defined in (4.3) and v is suitably large. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Assume that there exists a compact convex set 
S G B(x,, 6) such that 5 E S implies a{(t) c S. Then there exists t* E S such 
that <* l a$(l*). 
Proof Let E, + 0. Let s, be as in Corollary 5.2. In particular, 
r + s,(l)(T) maps S into B(S, E,), hence there exists 5, E S for which 
d(t,, s,(t,)( T)) < E,. By compactness we can assume 5, + 5* (hence, that 
s,(<,)( T) + t*). This implies 
d(K*, l*), graph(@)) < W*, 5*), (L, s,KWN) 
+ d((L s,K)(T)), grwh(a&) (5.12) 
and by Corollary 5.2 the right-hand side of (5.12) converges to zero. Since 
graph (a$) is closed, t* E 6X4(<*). 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let S be a compact convex set in R”. Let f: R x S + 
B(0, L) E R” be r”-quasicontinuous for some M > L and periodic with time 
period T. If the tangency condition 
lim d(x+kf(t,x);S).;1-‘=O 
j.+O+ 
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holds for every t E R, x E S, then the equation 
i(t) =f(t, x(t)) (5.13) 
has a periodic solution with period T 
Proof Extend f outside S by setting y(t, x) = f(t, rr,Jx)), where 7cs 
denotes the perpendicular projection on S. It is readily checked that 7 is 
again periodic and r”-quasicontinuous. Moreover, if x( .) is a solution of 
2(t) =“Rt, x(t)), x(0) = 5 E s, (5.14) 
the tangency condition forces x(t) E S for all t > 0. By Corollary 5.3 there 
exists 5* E S and a solution x( +) of (5.14) such that 5* =x(O) =x(T). This 
yields a periodic solution of (5.13). 
6. QUALITATIVE THEORY FOR DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS 
Thanks to the selection theorem proved in [6], every result stated in 
Section 5 for directionally continuous 0.D.E.s has a counterpart in the 
lower semicontinuous multivated case. In the following, we again assume 
that G! is an open subset of IF!” containing the closed ball B(x,, b + LT) and 
set Q = [0, T] x Sz. Consider a lower semicontinuous map F: Q -+ R” 
taking values in the family of compact, not necessarily convex subsets of 
B(0, L). For every r EB(x,,, b), call S’(l) cU([O, T]; R”) the set of 
Carathtodory solutions of (1.1) and denote by a;(t) the reachable set at 
time T, starting from 5. 
THEOREM 6.1. For every 4~ B(x,, b), the set FF(4) is nonempty and 
connected. There exists an upper semicontinuous map 4 with compact 
connected values such that d(t) E FF(t) for all r E B(x,, b). 
Proof Choose any M> L and let f be a rM-continuous selection of F 
on Q. By taking d(t) = PI(t) E F’(t), the last assertion is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 5.1. To prove that each F”“( 5) is connected, let 
ui, u2 E Y2”(t). Since tii, tiz are measurable functions, by Lusin’s theorem 
there exists a sequence of pairwise disjoint compact sets J, E [0, T] with 
p(lJ J,) = T, such that the restriction of ti, to each J, is continuous. For 
i= 1,2, consider the map 
Fit, x) = {4(t)> 
if x = u,(t), 
F(t, xl if x#u,(t). 
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The restriction of Fi to each set J, x 52 is lower semicontinuous, hence it 
admits a r”-continuous selection g;. Define 
g’(4 x) = 
gxt xl if tEJ,,, 
o 
if t$Unal J,. 
The maps g’, g2 are both r”-quasicontinuous selections of F, and such is 
also 
.L?At7 xl = X[O,IT)(Q . g2k x) + X[lT.7# . g’v, xl 
for every 2 E [0, 11. Moreover, the Picard map 
depends continuously on A. By Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 5.1 we conclude 
that the map Iz + Fg”(<) is upper semicontinuous with compact, connected 
values. Its range is thus a connected subset of Ft”(5). Since ui and u2 are 
contained in Fg”(<) when ,4 = 0, 1, respectively, the connectedness of 
sF(<) is proved. 
COROLLARY 6.2 (The Approximate Selection Theorem). For every E > 0, 
there exists a single valued map s,: &x0, b) + Gc?( [0, T]; W) such that 
graph(s,) c B(graph(SF), E). 
COROLLARY 6.3 (The Fixed Point Property). Assume that there exists a 
compact, convex set SC@X,, b) such that {ES implies CZ~~)G S. Then 
there exists <* ES such that c* E aF,(t*). 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let S be a compact convex set in R”. Let F: R x S + 
B(0, L) c KY’ be lower semicontinuous with compact values, periodic with 
period T. If the tangency condition 
lim d(x+Ay, S)A-‘=O 
1-o+ 
holds for every t E R, x E S, y E F( t, x), then the differential inclusion 
4~) E f’(t, x(t)) 
has a periodic solution with period T. 
All three corollaries are proved by constructing a r”-continuous selec- 
tion f(t, x) E F(t, x), with it4 > L, and applying to f the corresponding 
results stated in Section 5. 
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